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The moving average representations of discrete multidimensional stationary 
processes are generalized to fundamental moving average representations of weakly 
harmonizable processes. For strongly harmonizable processes, necessary and 
sutlicient conditions on covariance functions are obtained for the existence of 
such moving average representations. These are used in obtaining least squares 
prediction formulae for such processes. ( 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss and generalize the concept of 
fundamental moving average representation from multidimensional discrete 
stationary processes to weakly harmonizable processes and to employ these 
representations in prediction theory. Weakly harmonizable processes are a 
proper subset of all bounded continuous processes and they are a natural 
extension of stationary processes. This class of processes, whose study is 
amenable to Fourier analytic methods, is of interest for applications such 
as prediction and filtering problems, among others. 
In Section 2 a brief account of the spectral representation of discrete 
stationary and harmonizable processes that is utilized for the main results 
is given (see [7], where the continuous parameter case is considered too). 
The notion of a virile moving average representation of a harmonizable 
process is recalled and a concept of rank is discussed in Section 2.3 for later 
use. Also included here are some extensions to the clasical results obtained 
by Y. Rozanov [lo] for stationary processes. The main results of this paper 
on extrapolation and moving average representations are established in 
Sections 3 and 4. 
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2. HARMONIZABLE PROCESSES 
In the following work there is always a probability space, (Q, z, P), in 
the background, even if it is not always explicitly mentioned. 
2.1. Definitions 
DEFINITION 2.1. For p 2 1 define L;(P) to be all complex valued 
feLP(P) such that E(f) =O, where E(f) %J,f(A) P(&) is the expecta- 
tion off: 
Letting J&, denote the set of n x m complex valued matrices, it is 
frequently advantageous to view [L:(P)]” as a left J&, module: if 
X, YE [L:(P)]” and A, BEA’,,,~ then AX+ BYE [L:(P)]“. There exists an 
%,&,,,,-valued Gramian (see [ 51) defined on [Li (P)ln given by 
[X, Y] zf E(XY*) E .A’,,,. (Here * denotes the adjoint operator, i.e., the 
conjugate transpose operator.) In fact, [L;(P)]” may be viewed as a 
Hiibert space with (X, 7’) Ef tr[X, Y] and 11 XII cL;,P,,” ‘!Ef tr [X, X]. 
We will be considering second order discrete random processes (those 
with Z for their index sets). Associated with the topological group, Z, is its 
dual group: 2 is the unit circle in C, denoted by T. As usual, T will be 
thought of as the interval [ - 7c, z). S!I will denote the set of Bore1 subsets 
of T. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let X, = (Xj’ ), . . . . XI”‘)T be an n-dimensional random 
process. Define 
SjT{X~):sdt, l<j<n} if teZ, 
@(Xji):sEZ, l<j<n} if t=co, 
nsez Hi (3) if t=-co, 
where closure is taken in L;(P). The space Hi (co) is referred to as the 
space of observables of X,. Given an [L:(P)]“-valued vector measure, 
Z( . ), on ( T, 98), for every d E g let 
where closure is again taken in L:(P). The notation l.i.m.Rr co Y, = Y is 
used for convergence in mean-square, i.e., that lim, r aj 11 Y, - Y 11 2= 0. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A complex valued random process, X,, is stationary 
(stationary in the wide or Khinchine sense) iff (= if and only if) the 
covariance function, rX(s, t) Ef E(X,X:) of X,, is continuous and is a 
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function of the difference of its arguments, i.e., if rX(s, t) = Y~(S + u, f + U) 
for all U, S, t E Z. Hereafter 7(t) Ef r(0, t). 
An equivalent definition, by the classical Bochner Theorem [lo], of a 
stationary process is one whose covariance function can be represented as 
r‘(s)=j e’““F(d3.), 
7 
for a unique non-negative bounded measure F( . ) on (T, 59). 
DEFINITION 2.4. A random process, X,, taking values in L:(P) is 
weakly harmonizable iff its covariance function can be expressed as 
r(s, t)= jjTxre'i‘p'""F(di, dl'), (2.1) 
where F(dA, dl’) is a positive semi-definite bimeasure on g x 9, hence of 
finite Frtchet variation. The above integral is a strict Morse-Transue 
integral [ 1). A random process, X,, is strongly harmonizable iff the 
bimeasure F(dL, d;i’) in (2.1) extends to a complex measure (hence has 
bounded variation in Vitali’s sense) on the Bore1 a-algebra of T x T. In 
either case, F(d;l, d;l’) is called the spectral bimeasure (or spectral measure 
when F(dA, dA’) is a measure) of X,. 
DEFINITION 2.5. An n-dimensional vector of processes, 
X,( -) Ef (Xj”( .), . ..) Xf”‘( .))T, 
is an n-dimensional weakly (strongly) harmonizable or stationary process 
iff for every 1 x n vector of complex numbers, w, the process w. X, is weakly 
(strongly) harmonizable or stationary. 
A standard calculation reveals that equivalent to the above definition of 
an n-dimensional harmonizable random process is to require that its 
covariance function be representable as 
J.l Tx T e”“- i”t F(d1, dA’), 
where F(dA, dA’) is an n x n matrix array of bimeasures. Likewise, an 
equivalent definition for an n-dimensional stationary process is that its 
covariance function can be represented as ST. ei’(‘--‘) F(dA) where F(dA) is 
an n x n matrix array of complex valued measures (F(d) will necessarily be 
a positive semi-definite matrix for all d E &?8). 
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DEFINITION 2.6. An n-dimensional harmonizable process, X,, has rank 
p iff its spectral bimeasure takes values in the space of n x n matrices of 
rank p together with 0,. If n =p the process is said to have maximal rank. 
One should note that the rank of the covariance function is different 
from that of the spectral bimeasure. Rank is not defined for all har- 
monizable processes. However, when it is defined it is an upper bound for 
rank r(s, t). 
DEFINITION 2.7. An [L;(P)]“-valued measure, Z( . ), has orthogonal 
increments (or is said to be orthogonally scattered) iff A n A’ = @ implies 
that 
E(Z(A)Z*(A’))=O,. 
2.2. Spectral Representation 
The following known result gives a characterization of weakly har- 
monizable processes (see [9]) and will be used below. 
THEOREM 2.8. An n-dimensional process, X,, is weakly harmonizable iff 
it has a spectral representation 
x=j e”‘Z(dl), (2.2) r 
where Z(dA) is an [L;(P)]“-valued measure. The process, X,, is a stationary 
process iff Z(dll) has orthogonal increments. [The integral in (2.2) is in the 
Dunford-Schwartz sense.] 
The spectral bimeasure, F( ., .), of an n-dimensional harmonizable 
random process satisfies F(A, B) = E(Z(A) Z*(B)). In the stationary case, 
Z(d1) is orthogonally scattered so that the spectral measure is concentrated 
on the diagonal of TX T and can be written as F(d1). This case gives the 
well known representation of stationary processes due to H. Cramer and 
A. Kolmogorov. 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let X, be an n-dimensional harmonizable random 
process with spectral representation X, = IT e”“Z(d,I). For p E Z+ define an 
equivalence relation on the set of p x n matrix valued functions by 
A( .) N B( .) iff )I jT(A - B)(1) Z(dA)ll cL~~p~,p = 0. Let L’(F, p), the spectral 
domain of X,, be the set of equivalence classes [A( .)] such that 
j-4(4 Z(dA) E CL~V’W. 
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If F(. , . ) is the spectral measure of X, and A (. ) and B( ) are p x n matrix 
valued functions, then A - B iff 
i.i 
(A - B)(I) F(dl, dA’)(A - B)* (2’) =O,, 
T x T  
where the integrals are defined componentwise. The spectral domain of X, 
depends only on the spectral measure F( ., 
Y,, ‘% j,A(i) Z(dE,)E [Li(P)Ip iff 
.) of X, and not on A’, itself since 
E(Y, Yzs)= jjTxT A(A) F(d& d/l’) A*(A’) E ugp,,. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Given an n-dimensional strongly harmonizable 
process, X, = ST e”‘: Z(dA), one has H; ( GO ) = If; ( T). 
DEFINITION 2.11. Given a probability space (52, 2, P) and taking any 
other probability space (Q’, C’, P’), one can “enlarge” (Q, Z:, P) to an 
augmented probability space, (D, f;, P), by letting (6, z-) p) 2’ (52 x Q’, 
ZXC’, POP’).’ 
Let (a, Z, P) be a probability space and (d, f:, P) be an augmentation 
of that probability space. For each (;, Ed one can write 133 = (0, o’) where 
w  E 0 and o’ E Q’. Given a random process X, on (Q, Z:, P) one can iden- 
tify X, with a random process 2, on the augmented probability space by 
letting x,(G) zf X,(w). Since the distributions of X, and 8, are the same, 
the two random variables are indistinguishable from a probabilistic point 
of view. 
The following theorem, proved by M. M. Rao [9, Theorem 6.11, 
implicitly uses this identification. The proof involves using the results 
of Theorem 2.8 along with a Grothendieck type inequality. Clearly, an 
n-dimensional version also holds. 
THEOREM 2.12 (Dilation Theorem). A random process, X,, is a weakly 
harmonizable process iff it has a stationary dilation (Y,, EL), i.e., there exists 
a stationary process, Y,, on an augmented probability space (d, 2, P) along 
with an orthogonal projection, n: L:(P) -L;(P), (where L:(P) is 
considered embedded in Li (P)) such that X, = IT Y, . 
Given the dilation theorem one can immediately obtain Theorem 2.8. 
However, at the moment, no independent proof of Theorem 2.12 is known 
for obtaining the representation Theorem 2.8. 
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DEFINITION 2.13. An n-dimensional random process is called splitting 
(or a splitting process) iff its covariance function factors as ~(3, t) = 
G(s) G*(t), where G(. ) is an n x q matrix valued function on T. 
A random process, X,, is a splitting process iff dim H; (CC) < CC (see [7, 
Theorem 4.21). Furthermore it is shown that weakly harmonizable splitting 
processes are strongly harmonizable (see [7, Theorem 4.61). Using this fact 
and the above dilation theorem, the following lemma was also established. 
LEMMA 2.14. Given an n-dimensional weakly harmonizable process, X,, 
and a stationary dilation ( Y,, n), then X, is strongIy harmonizable if Hi (CC )
is finite dimensional or has finite codimension in H; (CO). 
2.3. Generalized Moving Averages 
We now generalize the definition of moving averages from that what is 
commonly used in the literature for stationary processes (the latter moving 
averages will henceforth be called orthonormal moving averages). 
Letting 6,(x) %f 
if x = 0, 
otherwise’ 
one has: 
DEFINITION 2.15. A moving average representation of an n-dimensional 
random process, X,, is a representation 
where 
1. S( .) is the Fourier transform (taken component-wise) of a function 
c: T-+ Jae,,,,,,, whose every component is in L*(d,I) and 
2. r; (s, t) = p(s, t) I, where p( ., . ) is the covariance function of a one 
dimensional process. 
Furthermore, if 
(a) E(5,5:)=O,whens#t, 
(b) E(5,t:)=b(t-S)~,> 
(c) tj is a stationary process, 
(d) tj is a strongly harmonizable process, 
(e) {, is a weakly harmonizable process, 
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then the moving average representation in (2.3) is, respectively, termed 
(a) orthogonal moving average, 
(b) orthogonal moving average, 
(c) stationary moving average, 
(d) strongly harmonizable moving average, 
(e) Maeakly harmonizable moving average. 
A random process can have more than one moving average representa- 
tion. Lemma 2.20 will relate a moving average representation’s type 
(stationary, strongly harmonizable, or weakly harmonizable) with the type 
of the process it represents. 
“Stationary orthonormal moving average” is redundant since every 
orthonormal moving average must be a stationary moving average. If X, 
has an orthonormal moving average representation (2.3), then X, is a 
stationary process (see Lemma 2.20 below). Furthermore, “orthogonal 
stationary moving averages” are equivalent (modulo a multiplicative 
constant) to orthonormal moving averages. 
DEFINITION 2.16. A moving average representation (2.3) has rank p iff 
c(n) has rank p for every I E T. A moving average representation has full 
rank m iff it has rank m. 
For weakly (and strongly) harmonizable processes, the following defini- 
tion is presented: 
DEFINITION 2.17. A weakly (strongly) harmonizable moving average 
(2.3) is a virile moving average iff 5, is weakly (strongly) harmonizable with 
spectral measure p< (4, dj.‘) Z, and for NE Z +, letting 
c,(j.) $2 1 ;(jJeD" 
IJI>N 
one has 
cN(j.) cg(i’) p;(d3., d3.‘) = 0,. 
TX T  
The above definition relates the function c( .) with a measure pC(dA, dA’). 
No matter what c( .) is, if tit (dE., dj.‘) is Lebesgue measure (on either T x T 
or the diagonal of T x T) then the moving average representation is virile. 
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On the other hand, if c( .) has an absolutely convergent Fourier series2 so 
that 
then the moving average representation is virile no matter what pLe(dl, d,?‘) 
is. Between these two extremes, virility depends on both C( .) and 
,u< (d2, dA’). 
LEMMA 2.19. Let XI=xjEZ i’( j - t) cj be an orthogonal moving average 
representation of X,. If supj, z 11 tj 11 < co, then it is an orthogonal weakly 
harmonizable virile moving average representation and X, is a weakly 
harmonizable process. 
In [7], strongly harmonizable virile moving average representations are 
identified with particular covariance function representations. The latter are 
also termed virile. 
LEMMA 2.20. If an n-dimensional random process, X,, has a stationary/ 
strongly harmonizablelweakly harmonizable virile moving average representa- 
tion (2.3), then it is a stationary/strongly harmonizablelweakly harmonizable 
process with virile covariance representation. Conversely, if (2.3) is a virile 
moving average representation, c( .) has full rank, and X, is a strongly 
harmonizable (stationary) process then the moving average representation is 
strongly harmonizable (stationary). 
3. LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION 
At time to, suppose we can observe the process, X, for t 6 t,, but not X, 
in the future. We are required to predict X, at time t = t, + r for r E Z +. 
Our prediction is based on what we know until time to. Thus each compo- 
nent of our prediction for X,,, T will be an element of H; (to). 
3.1. Prediction 
DEFINITION 3.1. Given an n-dimensional random process, X,, and 
T E Z+, let J?(t, r) be the element in [Hi (t)]” that best approximates X,,, 
in the L*(P) sense. 
’ Of interest is the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.18 (Zygmund). Let c( .) be of bounded variation on T and assume 
c( .) E Lip,(T) for some a > 0. Then c( . ) has absolutely convergent Fourier series. 
(see [6, Sect. 1.63.) 
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Ordinary Hilbert space theory shows that given the space [Hi (co)]“, 
an element X,,, and a subspace [Hi (t)]“, there exists a unique element 
X(r, r) E [Hi (t)]” that best approximates X,, ~ in norm. In other words, 
the above definition makes sense. One sees that X(t, t) is just the 
orthogonal projection of X, + T onto [H,; (t)]“, with the error vector, 
x ICT - 8( t, r), being the perpendicular from X, + i to the space [Hi (t)]“. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A random process, X,, is deterministic (or linearly 
singular) iff Hi ( - co) = Hi (cc ), and otherwise it is nondeterministic. It is 
purely nondeterministic (or linear!v regular) iff H,; (- a) = (01. 
If X, and Y, have the same covariance function, the map X, H Y, induces 
a Hilbert space isomorphism between Hi (co) and H; (co). Thus the 
question of whether a process is deterministic, non-deterministic, or purely 
nondeterministic can be answered by looking at its covariance function. 
DEFINITION 3.3. The innouation spaces, { Dx(t)},,Z, of a discrete 
random process, X,, are defined as: Dx(t) %‘H,; (t)@H; (t - 1) (the 
orthogonal complement of H; (t - 1) in Hi (t)). 
A process, X,, is purely nondeterministic iff Hi (cci) is the sum of its 
innovation spaces, i.e., if X, has no “infinite past.” 
The following theorem was first discovered by H. Wold in the late 1930’s 
for the discrete stationary case and later generalized to the theorem below 
essentially by H. Cramer [2]. 
THEOREM 3.4 (Wold’s Decomposition Theorem). For an n-dimensional 
random process, X, E [Li( P)]“, there exists a unique decomposition 
X,=R,+S,, 
where E(R,SP ) = 0, for all s, t E Z, and furthermore R, is purely nondeter- 
ministic and S, is deterministic. If X, is weakly harmonizable, R, and S, are 
weakly harmonizable too. 
Proof Given a random process, X,, if z: H; (co) + H; ( - co) is the 
orthogonal projection of Hi (cc ) onto Hi ( - EI), then define 
n: [H,(co)]“+ [H,(-oo)]” 
by 7~ Ef [El”. Let S, zf nX, and R, zf X, - S,. 
If X, is weakly harmonizable, then X, has a representation, 
X, = jT ei” Z(d1). 
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Thus S, G IT erri rr(Z(d;l)), so S, is weakly harmonizable too. Since X, and 
S, are weakly harmonizable, so is R, and one has a weakly harmonizable 
decomposition. m 
If a random process, X,, is strongly harmonizable, one might ask if each 
member of its Wold’s Decomposition is strongly harmonizable too. 
Lemma 2.14 supplies a sufficient condition, namely, if 
min{dim Hi (co), dim H, (cc)) < co, 
then X, has a strongly harmonizable Wok-l’s Decomposition. A necessary 
and sufftcient condition is not known at this time. 
Although no algorithm exists for finding Wold’s Decomposition, one 
frequently decomposes the linear extrapolation problem for a nondeter- 
ministic random process into two problems by trying to predict the future 
for the purely nondeterministic and deterministic components. Again, 
though no general algorithm exists, it is “theoretically possible”3 to predict 
the future values of a deterministic process with certainty so the prediction 
problem in the deterministic case can be “declared solved.” We will thus 
limit our study of linear prediction to purely nondeterministic processes. 
3.2. Filtered Processes 
To clarify the difference between forecasting for harmonizable and 
stationary processes, consider filtered processes. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Given an n-dimensional harmonizable process, 
X, = e”‘Z,(dA), 
i r 
a p-dimensional harmonizable process, Y,, is a filtered process with respect 
to X, iff there exists a dY(.)~L2(FX,p) such that Y,=jTeirLqS,(l)Z,(dA). 
The function c#,,( .) is called the spectral characteristic of the filtered 
process Y,. 
Suppose two p-dimensional processes, X, and Y,, are both filtered 
processes with respect to a third n-dimensional process, W,. Furthermore, 
suppose X, and Y, are known from time t, until time t,. The two processes 
3 In the stationary case, given r > 0, one can approximate A’, by I:= 1 0,X,,. where I, < I-T 
if X, is deterministic. Then f( I, T) = A’,, ~ is approximately x;,“=, a,X,,+ ~ since there exists a 
one parameter family of unitary operators, U,, such that U,X, = X3+ ,. However, in the har- 
monizable case, a one parameter family of operators need not exist. Lacking such a family, 
“theoretically possible” only means that one is aware of the space of observables for future 
values of the process as well. 
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are said to have parallel observations iff X, = Y, for t E [t,, t,]. If W, is 
known and is a stationary process then knowing X, at even one point in 
time, t,, is enough to determine X, for all time.4 Therefore, if W, is a 
stationary process then parallel observations for X, and Y, (even if [to, t,] 
consists of just the time to) implies equality of the processes. The same 
cannot be said for harmonizable processes, as the following example 
illustrates. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let m, be an n-dimensional stationary process with 
Y~(s, ~)=c?~(s- t) Z, and let 7c be the orthogonal projection of H&(W) 
onto Sp{@t: 1 <k<n, ltl >4}. Let W,er [n]” @‘,. Define X, and Y, to 
be the strongly harmonizable filtered processes with respect to W, corre- 
sponding to the spectral characteristics I, and eic .‘I,,. By Lemma 2.14, W,, 
X,, and Y, are strongly harmonizable. One has XP i = X0 = X, = Y-, = 
Y, = Y, = 0, yet the process X, need not be the same as Y, for all t E Z. 
One is thus led to the following question: Given that X, is a filtered 
process with respect to a strongly harmonizable process, W,, for what 
A c Z are observations of X, on A sufficient to determine the process X, 
(or equivalently, its spectral characteristic d,.( .))? This problem is still 
unsolved. 
4. FUNDAMENTAL MOVING AVERAGES 
4.1. Introduction 
DEFINITION 4.1. Given a discrete purely nondeterministic random 
process, X,, with a bounded covariance function, a fundamental moving 
average representation of X, is a one-sided moving average, 
x,= i: t(j-r)ri, (4.4) 
such that sp {t; : 1 6 k d m I= D,(j) for each j. A strongly harmonizable 
(stationary) fundamental moving average is strongly harmonizable (station- 
ary) moving average that is fundamental. 
Only purely nondeterministic processes can have fundamental moving 
averages. All fundamental moving averages are one-sided orthogonal 
moving averages though the converse need not be true. In fact, if X, = 
xi= nix f( j- r) 5, is a one-sided orthogonal moving average representation 
4 Let U,: H&(m) + H,(m) be. the one parameter family of unitary operators such that 
[U,]“W,,=W,.ThenX,=[U,+,JPX,~,. 
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of x,, it follows that Hi (t) c H; (t) with equality iff the orthogonal 
moving average representation is fundamental. 
Fundamental moving averages are useful in linear prediction theory 
since if (4.4) is such a representation of A’,, then for every r E Z+ 
k&T)= i qj-t-z)&. (4.5) 
,= % 
The reason why “weakly harmonizable fundamental moving average” 
was not defined is because ail fundamental moving averages are weakly 
harmonizable, as the following lemma points out. 
LEMMA 4.2. Every fundamental moving average representation, (4.4), of 
an n-dimensional random process, X,, is a weakly harmonizable virile moving 
average. Furthermore, X, is weakly harmonizable and rank 2(O) = m. If (4.4) 
is a strongly harmonizable (stationary) moving average then X, and X(t, z) 
are strongly harmonizable (stationary) processes for each T E Z +. 
Proof Since a fundamental moving average is an orthogonal one, 
Lemma 2.19 shows that the fundamental moving average representation is 
virile and weakly harmonizable, and X, is weakly harmonizable. 
Note that if (4.4) is a fundamental moving average representation, 
?(j- t) 5, = y(j, t-j) - 2(j, t-j- 1). Thus ?(j- t) tj is just the orthogo- 
nal projection of X, onto [Ox(j)]” and Dx(j) = sp {(E(O) 5j)(kJ: 1 <k < n}, 
which implies t(O) has full rank m. 
Furthermore if (4.4) is a strongly harmonizable (stationary) moving 
average then Lemma 2.20 implies that X, is a strongly harmonizable 
(stationary) process. 
Since the covariance function of X, is bounded then so is the covariance 
function of &t, 5) since X, can be written as the orthogonal sum, 
X,=2(t,T)+C!fT , ,+ r ?(j- t - T) t,. Clearly if (4.4) is a strongly har- 
monizable (stationary) process then (4.5) is. Thus if (4.4) is a strongly 
harmonizable (stationary) moving average then Lemma 2.20 implies that 
2(r, t) is a strongly harmonizable (stationary) process. [ 
Since the innovation spaces are orthogonal, r5(s, t) = s,(t - s) d(s) Z, in 
(4.4), where d: Z -+ [0, co). Since cj is an orthogonal random process, the 
boundedness of its covariance function is equivalent to the boundedness of 
the covariance of X,, hence d( . ) is a bounded function and 
x,= i: qj-t)t, 
j= -m 
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Thus it can be assumed that d: Z+ [0, 11, i.e., ~up,,~~z r<(s, I)= 1, 
without loss of generality. 
DEFINITION 4.3. An n-dimensional random process, X,, is m-staggered 
iff for each kG Z, either dim D,(k)=m or dim D,v(k) =O. Define 
JXzf (kEZ:dimD,(k)#O}. 
If, as in Definition 4.1, X, has an n-dimensional one-sided moving 
average representation (4.4) (c( .) is an n x m matrix valued function) then 
for each je Z one observes that dim sp {[j”, . . . . ~~“‘} is either m or 0 since 
rg (s, t) = p(s, t) I,. Thus only staggered processes can have fundamental 
moving averages. 
Let rck: Hi (co) -+ D,(k) be the orthogonal projection onto the kth 
innovation space, D.,-(k). 
DEFINITION 4.4. An n-dimensional random process, X,, is aligned iff it 
is m-staggered and there exist an n x m constant matrix, c, and an 
m-dimensional random process, tk, such that 
CL = CQI” x,. (4.6) 
Every n-dimensional, n-staggered process is aligned since one can let 
c = Z, and lk = [rckln X,. Simple examples show that not every n-dimen- 
sional, m-staggered process is aligned for m <n. 
Given an n-dimensional m-staggered random process, X,, let 
{ cy ‘, . ..) <lm’} be a basis for D,(j) (with {tj.“, . . . . ~~““} = (0, . . . . 0} if 
dim D,(j) = 0) such that E(cj;i5,*) = K,I,,,, where K, b 0. For je J, there 
exists a unique n x m matrix, c,(O), of rank m such that [rc,]” Xi = c,(O) [,. 
Similarly, for each je J, and k 2 0, there exists an n x m matrix, cj( -k), 
(not necessarily of rank m) so that 
Cnjl” x~+k = c,( -k) tj. (4.7) 
Every n x m matrix, A, of rank m, has a left inverse defined on A(P). 
We will use the generalized inverse, A + of A to represent this left inverse 
isee PI). 
DEFINITION 4.5. Given an m-staggered random process, X,, with j E J,Y 
and k > 0, the innovation ratio, Z(j, k): cj(0)(Cm) + C”, is given by 
I(j,k)%$-k)cj(O). (4.8) 
One needs to show that the above definition of innovation ratio is inde- 
pendent of the original choice of basis elements for D,(j). To see this, let 
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{ $l ‘, . . . . qj”‘} be another basis of D,(j) such that E(rl~vr,*)= kiZ,,, where 
ki 2 0. There exists an m x m constant multiple of a unitary matrix, V,, of 
rank m, so that t, = Vjq,. One now observes that [n,]” X, = c,(O) V,qj and 
[xi]” Xi+k = ci( -k) f’,q. Thus 
Z(j,k)=ci(-k)cT(0)=[cj(-k) V,][V;‘c~(O)]. 
DEFINITION 4.6. An m-staggered random process, A’,, has invariant 
innovation ratios iff Z( j, k) is independent of j E J,Y, i.e., it is a function, Z(k), 
of only k. 
LEMMA 4.7. If a random process, X,, has a fundamental moving average 
representation then it is an aligned process with invariant innovation ratios. 
Proof: Let X, = Cl= ~ z i’( j- t) 5, be a fundamental moving average 
representation for X,. Observe that, t(0) tj = [rci]” X, for all js Z and for 
ie J.y, 
Z(j, k)=e(-k)Ct (0), 
which is independent of j. 1 
One might now conjecture that the existence of invariant innovation 
ratios for a purely nondeterministic aligned process with a bounded 
covariance function would imply the existence of a fundamental moving 
average. While these are certainly necessary conditions, they are not 
sufftcient, as the following construction shows. 
Assume X, is a purely nondeterministic aligned random process with 
invariant innovation ratios and a bounded covariance function. Let rk and 
c be as tk and c are in Definition 4.4. Fix jE J, and let V be an m x m 
matrix such that E( [ Vf,] [ Vgj] * ) = Z,. Define c(0) dzf cV- ’ and tk gf k’4, 
for k E Z. Definition 4.4 is now valid for “c = c(O)” and &. For each k E Z 
let c( -k) 2’ Z(k) c(0). Now using the notation of (4.7) and (4.8), note that 
ck (0) = c(0) by definition, and for each k E Z and t 2 k we have 
CGI” J-r = c,(k - 1) 5k by (4.7) 
= Cc,(k- t)lCc:Wc,(O) &I 
= [4t-k)lCCn,l”X,l by (4.7) 
= Cc(k - t) c+(O)lCc(O) 5kl by (4.6) 
= c(k - t) &. 
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One now has 
k=-r 
(4.9) 
However one cannot conclude that (4.9) is a moving average representa- 
tion since 
1. the function c( .) need not be a Fourier transform (since l/11 r,II, 
for Jo JX, need not be bounded) and 
2. for some k E Z it is possible that E( Sk&!) # KkZ,,, for any K, 2 0. 
If it is known ahead of time that X, has a (strongly harmonizable/ 
stationary) fundamental moving average, then the above construction will 
give such a (strongly harmonizable/stationary) fundamental moving 
average. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let X, have two fundamental moving average representa- 
tions, 
X,= i E(k-t)r,= i b(k - t) qk. 
k=-x k=-x 
Then there is a K > 0 and an m x m unitary matrix, V, such that tk = KVqk 
and a(k) = Kc(k) V for all k E Z. 
Proof: Fixing jE J,, there exists a K > 0 and an m x m unitary matrix, 
V, such that tj= KVr],. Since 
[n,]” A’, = C(0) ti = E(0) KVq, = a(O) rjj, 
and t(O) and L?(O) have rank m, one can conclude that ci(0) = KE(0) V. Now 
for each k E Z 
ri(-k)=Z(k)&(O)=l(k);(O) KV=E(-k) KV 
and 
tk = ?+(o)[nk]” x, = [Li(O)(KV)-‘I+ [n,]” x, 
= (KV) ci+(O)[nk]” xk = KVq,. 1 
4.2. Stationary Fundamental Moving Averages 
A stationary fundamental moving average, X, = I:= ~~ d( j- t) tj, is, up 
to a multiplicative constant, an orthonormal moving average. It will be 
assumed that a stationary fundamental moving average is orthonormal, 
unless otherwise stated. 
683/43/l-12 
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Pure nondeterminism and the existence of a stationary fundamental 
moving average are equivalent properties for stationary processes as the 
following theorem of Y. Rozanov shows (see [ 10, p. 561). A short proof is 
included for completeness. 
THEOREM 4.9. An n-dimensional stationary process, X,, has a stationary 
fundamental moving average ijf it is purely nondeterministic. 
Proof It is clear that the existence of a stationary fundamental moving 
average implies that X, is purely nondeterministic. For the converse, let 
U,: Hi (co) -+ Hi (a) be a one parameter family of unitary operators 
such that [ U,y]’ X, = X,s +, and let to be an m-dimensional random vector 
such that 
1. sp(<b”, . . . . tl;“‘i = D,y(0) and 
2. a5,5,*)=~,,. 
Define r, 2’ [U,]” to. It follows that sp {<i”, . . . . ci”‘} = D*(t) and that 
Q{,(F) = h,(t - s) I,. Let a( .) be an n x m matrix function on the non- 
positive integers defined such that a(j) ti is the orthogonal projection of X0 
onto the jth innovation space. Then X,=Cf= --x, a(j- t) tj. Since the 5, 
are orthonormal, a( .) E f2 (that is to say that tr cJ”= ,~~ a(j) a*(j) < co) 
and therefore there exists a matrix valued function, c( .), on T such that 
a( .) = E( ). Thus X, = xi= ~ % ?( j - t) 5, is a stationary fundamental 
moving average representation of X,. 1 
A related result is the following (see [ 10, p. 641): 
THEOREM 4.10. An n-dimensional stationary process of rank n is purely 
nondeterministic iff it has a spectral density, f ( .) (= dF,(IU)/d2), with respect 
to Lebesgue measure such that 
I logdetf(i,)dA> --x T 
The above theorem, along with Theorem 4.9, leads one to ask as to when 
an n-dimensional stationary process of rank m # n might be purely non- 
deterministic. 
DEFINITION 4.11. The function c : T -+ ,4&, is maximal iff 
1. e( .) E H2( T) (the Hardy space consisting of all functions in 
L2( T) such that their Poisson integrals are analytic on the unit disk, see 
C4, p. 39 I) and, 
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2. if a( .) E H*(T) and ~(1,) c*(L) = a(i) a*(n), then c(0) c*(O) 2 
a(O) Use where c(0) and a(O) are the values at zero of the analytic 
continuation of c( .) and a( .) respectively to the unit disk in C. 
Using a theorem of G. Szego, Y. Rozanov [lo] discusses how to deter- 
mine the maximality of a matrix valued function on T. For instance, if c( .) 
is a scalar function, it is maximal iff it is an outer function. An outer func- 
tion [4] is one whose analytic continuation to the unit disk can be 
expressed as 
where k( .) is a real-valued integrable function on the circle and % is a com- 
plex number of modulus 1. In the case that c( .) takes values in MJ,,, c( .) 
is maximal iff the analytic continuation of c( .) to the unit disk has the 
property, 
1 det c(O)\> = (271)” exp &j 
r 
log det [c(J) c*(;~)] dl.). 
Several other cases are also discussed. 
The reason why maximal functions are important is seen from (see [ 10, 
p. 603): 
THEOREM 4.12 (Rozanov). An orthonormul moving average representu- 
tion, X, = c,‘= ~ 5 E( j - t) tJ, is a stationary fundamental moving average 
representation iff c( . ) is maximal. 
The situation changes radically for harmonizable processes as will be 
shown in the next subsection. 
4.3. Harmonizuble Fundamental Moving Averages 
H. Cramer [3] has shown that every covariance function of a strongly 
harmonizable process has a “standard form” from which one can ascertain 
the determinism properties. However, given a strongly harmonizable 
process, there is, as yet, no known method of expressing its covariance 
function in Cramer’s “standard form.” 
For a purely nondeterministic harmonizable process, X,, (unlike purely 
nondeterministic stationary processes) the dimension of the innovation 
spaces, Dx(t), need not be the same for all t EZ as the following example 
shows. 
’ That is. the difference c(O) c*(O) - a(O) a*(O) is a positive semi-definite matrix. 
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EXAMPLE 4.13. Define (Yj}iEZ to be orthonormal n-dimensional ran- 
dom variables. Then Y, is a purely nondeterministic stationary process. Let 
X, = Y, for t#O and X,, = 0. Lemma 2.14 shows that X, is strongly har- 
monizable. However the dimension of D,(O) is zero, while Dx(t) = D,,(f) 
for t # 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.14. Every purely nondeterministic harmonizable n-dimen- 
sional process, X, , has a purely nondeterministic stationary dilation. 
Proof Let ( Y,, rc) be a stationary dilation of X, via Theorem 2.12. By 
Weld’s decomposition Y, = R, + S, where R, is purely nondeterministic and 
S, is deterministic. Since 
it follows that rc[H;(co)]“={O}. Thus X,=nY,=nR, and (R,,n) is a 
purely nondeterministic stationary dilation of X,. 1 
The following example shows that the converse of the above lemma is 
false, i.e., that the orthogonal projection of a purely nondeterministic 
stationary processes need not be purely nondeterministic. 
EXAMPLE 4.15. Define { Yj}jez to be orthonormal n-dimensional ran- 
dom variables. Then Y, is a purely nondeterministic stationary process. 
Define WEf YO+J$j+O Yjlj2 and let n( .) be the orthogonal projection 
onto the space spanned by W. Lemma 2.14 shows that X, Ef RY( is a 
strongly harmonizable process. However, X, is not purely nondeterministic 
since H,( - co) is the space spanned by { W(I), . . . . W(‘)}. 
The next example shows that the analog of Theorem 4.10 for har- 
monizable processes is again false. 
EXAMPLE 4.16. Let Y be a one dimensional random variable with 
E( Yy) = 1. Also let c( .)EH~(T) be a nonzero function such that 
max (Jo Z : e(j) # 0} = co. Letting X, Ef t( - t) Y, the covariance function 
of X, is 
r,(s, t) = E((C( -s) Y)(c?( -t) Y)) 
Thus the spectral density function of X, (with respect to Lebesgue measure) 
is &(,I, 2’) = c(n) c(n,). Furthermore, 
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= 2 !- log 1 c(A)1 dl= !” log I c(A) C(A)1 dr? > - CD 
T  T  
(see [4, p. 533 for the inequality). However, it is clear that 
so that X, is not purely nondeterministic (indeed it is deterministic). 
DEFINITION 4.17. A purely nondeterministic weakly harmonizable 
process, A’,, has a fundamental stationary dilution, (Y,, n, c( .)), iff 
1. ( Y,, rc) is a stationary dilation of X, and 
2. Y, has a stationary fundamental moving average representation, 
Y,= i ?(j-t)?, 
,= I 
such that X, =CJ= ~% ?(j- t) rrr, is an orthogonal moving average 
representation of X,. 
Notice that in the above definition, xi= _. % ?(j- t) rrf, must be a weakly 
harmonizable virile moving average by Lemma 2.19. 
EXAMPLE 4.18. Let Y, = I:= 7. E(j - t) ?, be a one dimensional 
fundamental moving average representation of a stationary process. Let 
H, (co)=Fp{$:j#O) and define the orthogonal projection 
7~:Hy(cx)+H,;(ca) by 
(,zq;= o 
i 
4 if j# 0, 
if j=O’ 
One now concludes that (Y,, Z, c( .)) is a fundamental stationary dilation 
of X,~f~Y,=~~=P, 6(j-t)t,. Lemma2.14 implies that both 5, and X, 
are strongly harmonizable processes. 
One might conjecture that every aligned purely nondeterministic har- 
monizable process has a fundamental stationary dilation. This is not so, as 
the next example demonstrates. 
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EXAMPLE 4.19. Let Y, be as in Example 4.18 and let rr’ be the 
orthogonal projection such that 
I 
Z, if j$ { 1, 21, 
d4; = 
$e +F_, I ’ if jE{1,2} 
Letting X, 2’ z’Y, = xi= ~sc ?(j- t) rQj, one notes that D,(l)= 
sp(p, + g,). Thus X, does not have invariant innovation ratios since 
I( 1, k) = [t( -k) + C( 1 -k)] E+(O), while Z(3, k) = i’( -k) C?(O). It follows 
that X, does not have a fundamental moving average representation (by 
Lemma 4.7), so it cannot have a fundamental stationary dilation. 
THEOREM 4.20. An n-dimensional X,, has a fundamental stationary dila- 
tion (Y,, 7c, c( )) iff it has a fundamental moving average representation, 
X, = xi= ~ s ?( j - t) 4,, with c( ) a maximal function. Furthermore, the 
fundamental moving average of X, is strongly harmonizable zff X, is. 
Proof: (a) Let 
Y,= 2 ?(j-t)5; 
,=-x 
be a stationary fundamental representation of Y,. Theorem 4.12 shows that 
c( .) is maximal so it suffices to show that the moving average representa- 
tion, 
X,=7TY,= f- S(j-t)zrj= i ?(j-t)tj, 
j--r ,=-cc 
is fundamental. 
(4.10) 
Since H; (j) = Hr (j), it follows that Hi (j) = ~cH; (j) = TCH~ (j). Thus 
H,(j-l)OD,(j)=H;(j) 
= nH; (j) 
=MH; (j- 1)00,(j)) 
= Hi (j- l)@nD.(j). 
Now since H; (j- 1) I D,(j) and the definition of (Y,, 7t, c(. )) shows 
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that rrH; (j - 1) = H,; (j - 1) is perpendicular to 7cD y( j) it follows that for 
all j, 
D,(j)=~DY(j)=zsp{~~: 16k<m~=sp(5~: 1 <k<m}. 
Thus cj= ~,~, ?(j- 1) t, is a fundamental representation of X,. 
(e) Let X, = cJ= _ * i’( j- t) ti be a fundamental moving average 
representation of X, with rg (s, t) = p(s) s,(t - s) Z, and sup,,,p(s) = 1. 
Let (q 1 ,E z be a collection of m-dimensional random variables such that 
1. E(qsnf)=6,(t-s)Z,,, and 
2. E(q,v(~)=O, for each s, ZEZ. 
It may be necessary to augment (C2, z, I’) to a larger probability space to 
find the above ql’s. Let g, 2’ [,+J1-pct) q,, let Y, Ef I:= _ r ?(j- t) fj 
and let 7c be the orthogonal projection of H; (00 ) onto Hi ((r, ). Since c( . ) 
is a maximal function, Theorem 4.12 implies that Y, = Cf= ~ % E( j - t) ri is 
a stationary fundamental moving average representation, and thus 
( Y,, rc, c( )) is a fundamental stationary dilation of X,. 
As for the final assertion, the spectral characteristic, q5; ( .) of z, with 
respect to Y, exists since Hi (cc ) = H; (co ) and Y, and 5, are stationarily 
correlated [ 10, p. 593. Then r, = l,e”‘-q5,(,I) Z,(&) and 
Thus 
It now follows that cj is strongly harmonizable if X, is. Lemmas 4.2 and 
2.20 reveal that X, is strongly harmonizable if rj is. Thus X, is strongly 
harmonizable iff its fundamental moving average representation (4.10) 
is. 1 
COROLLARY 4.21. Let X, = cj= --a ?( j- t) tj be an orthogonal moving 
average representation of an n-dimensional weakly harmonizable process, X,, 
and let c( . ) be a maximal function. Then there exists a fundamental station- 
ary dilation of X, and X, = Cf= ~. rxI C(j- t) ti is a fundamental moving 
average representation. 
Proof: The construction of a fundamental stationary dilation is given 
in the second part of the proof of Theorem 4.20. The fact, that 
X, = c,‘= ~ 3u t( j- t) cj is a fundamental moving average representation 
now follows from Theorem 4.20. 1 
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A question that Theorem 4.20 leaves unanswered is: Can a harmonizable 
process have a fundamental moving average representation yet not have a 
fundamental stationary dilation ? Equivalent to an answer of “no” (see 
Lemma 4.8) is the existence of a fundamental moving average 
X, = cJ= ~ o. 2(j- t) [, where c( .) is not a maximal function. 
A main result on prediction is included in the following: 
THEOREM 4.22. Let X, be an n-dimensional strongly harmonizable 
process with a fundamental stationary dilation, (Y,, 7c, c( .)), and let 
X, = xi= --oo t( j- t) <j be a fundamental moving average representation of 
X, of rank n. Fix ZEZ+. Then 2(t, z) is an n-dimensonal strongly 
harmonizable process with a fundamental dilation, 
(f(t,t), 71, c(.)ei*‘). There exists a #,( .)E L2(FX, n), 
stationary 
d,(A) 2’ eii’ c(l)- 5 e(j) eiAJ c+(A), 
j=-r+l 1 
where 
such that 
c(A)= i t(j) eiy 
j= -a 
e”“q5,(1) Z,(dA). (4.11) 
Furthermore 
ei(S+r)J.-i(t+r)i’ 
TX T  
x f Z(j)e”j * uLg(dA, dA’), (4.12) 
j= -m k=-cc 
and the error of prediction is 
x I+7 > 1 c+(A) Z,(dA). (4.13) 
Finally 
II Xt+r -a ~)ll;L;(P),” 
= 
(4.14) 
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ProoJ Let Y, = ci= _ Ix1 t(j - t) rj be a stationary fundamental moving 
average representation of Y, where rcrj= tj. Then F( t, 5) = 
x , t . . - , s ( j - t - t ) r j  is a stationary fundamental moving average repre- 
sentation of f(t, r). Letting a, ( .) = c( .) e”(“, one can write Y( t, r) = 
~J=p,ci,(j-t)~j. It is clear that f(t,z)=~~=_,2(j-t--) r$,= 
zj= loo B, (j- t),[, is a fundamental moving average representation of 
X(t, r). Thus ( Y(t, z), rc, a, ( .)) is a fundamental stationary dilation of 
*(t, t). Since 8(t, z) is strongly harmonizable, Theorem 4.20 reveals that 
Cl= ~~ d, (j- t) r, is a strongly harmonizable fundamental moving 
average representation. 
The virility of fundamental moving averages allows the interchange of 
summation and integral symbols in the equations below. 
One has 
= 
s 
e”“c(A) Z,(d). 
T  
Thus Z,(dA)=c(;l) Z,(dA) or Z,(dA) = c+(A) Z,(&). Now by (4.5) we 
have, 
f(t,5)= i i?(j-t-z)t,= i t(j-t-r)J’reqAZ,JdA) 
j= -m j=-cc 
= 
s 
eiCt + T)% i ~(j-t-z)ei(j~‘-‘)i.zg(d~) 
T  j= -m 
= 
s 
ei(t+‘)” 
f t(j) e”“Zg(d;i) 
T  j= -m 
= 
f 
ei(t+r)i 
=L 
[ 
c(l)- i t(j)evA Z,(d) 
j=-r+l 1 
e eirl it.2 
T  [ ( c(n)- ; q  j) eoA > 1 c+(n) Z,(dJ), j=--r+l 
which is just (4.11). 
The rest of the proof now follows directly from routine calculations. 1 
The above theorem can be proved with other, somewhat specialized, 
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assumptions on c( .) besides maximal rank. These results can be obtained 
by observing (with the above notation) that if there exists a #,( .) such that 
then 
Some necessary conditions on c( .) for the existence of the spectral charac- 
teristic, d,(. ), have been found by Y. Rozanov (see [ 10, Chap. 21) for the 
stationary case; full maximal rank being one of these conditions. 
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